We prove that the sequence (1/F n+2 ) n≥0 of reciprocals of the Fibonacci numbers is a moment sequence of a certain discrete probability, and we identify the orthogonal polynomials as little q-Jacobi polynomials with q = (1 − √ 5)/(1 + √ 5). We prove that the corresponding kernel polynomials have integer coefficients, and from this we deduce that the inverse of the corresponding Hankel matrices (1/F i+j+2 ) have integer entries. We prove analogous results for the Hilbert matrices.
Introduction
In [14] Richardson noticed that the Filbert matrices F n = (1/F i+j+1 ) , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, n = 0, 1, . . . ,
where F n , n ≥ 0 is the sequence of Fibonacci numbers, have the property that all elements of the inverse matrices are integers. The corresponding property for the Hilbert matrices (1/(i + j + 1)) has been known for a long time, see [7] , [6] , [15] . The last reference contains a table of the inverse Hilbert matrices up to n = 9.
Hilbert matrices in the sense that one shall replace some binomial coefficients n k by the analogous Fibonomial coefficients
with the usual convention that empty products are defined as 1. These coefficients are defined and studied in [12] and are integers. The sequence of Fibonacci numbers is F 0 = 0, F 1 = 1, . . . , with the recursion formula F n+1 = F n + F n−1 , n ≥ 1.
The Hilbert matrices are the Hankel matrices (s i+j ) corresponding to the moment sequence s n = 1/(n + 1) = 1 0 x n dx, and that the reciprocal matrices have integer entries can easily be explained by the fact the corresponding orthogonal polynomials, namely the Legendre polynomials, have integer coefficients. See section 4 for details.
The purpose of the present paper is to show that (1/F n+2 ) n≥0 is the moment sequence of a certain discrete probability. Although this is a simple consequence of Binet's formula for F n , it does not seem to have been noticed in the literature, cf. [13] . We find the corresponding probability measure to be
where we use the notation
and δ a denotes the probability measure with mass 1 at the point a. The number φ is called the golden ratio.
The corresponding orthogonal polynomials are little q-Jacobi polynomials
see [8] , specialized to the parameters a = q, b = 1, with q taking the value from (4).
To be precise we define
and these polynomials have integer coefficients, since they can be written
The orthonormal polynomials with respect to µ and having positive leading coefficients are given as
so the kernel polynomial
is a polynomial in x, y with integer coefficients. If we denote a (n)
i,j the coefficient to x i y j in the kernel polynomial, then it is a general fact that the matrix
is the inverse of the Hankel matrix of the problem (s i+j ) n 0 , see Theorem 2.1 below.
This explains that the elements of the inverse of the matrix (F i+j+2 ) n 0 are integers, and we derive a formula for the entries from the orthogonal polynomials.
The Filbert matrices (1) are not positive definite but non-singular, and they are the Hankel matrices of the moments of a (real-valued) signed measure with total mass 1. The orthogonal polynomials for this signed measure are the little q-Jacobi polynomials
and a simple modification of the positive definite case leads to Richardson's formula for the entries of the inverse of the Filbert matrices.
The two results can be unified in the statement that for each α ∈ N = {1, 2, . . .} the sequence (F α /F α+n ) n≥0 is a moment sequence of a real-valued measure µ α with total mass 1. It is a positive measure when α is even, but a signed measure when α is odd. The orthogonal polynomials are little q-Jacobi polynomials p n (xφ; q α−1 , 1; q). This is proved in section 3.
In section 2 we recall some basic things about orthogonal polynomials both in the positive definite and in the quasi-definite case, and Theorem 2.1 about the inverse of the Hankel matrices is proved.
In section 4 we briefly discuss the matrices (1/(α + i + j)) n 0 , where α > 0. They are related to Jacobi polynomials transfered to the interval ]0, 1[ and belonging to the parameters (0, α − 1). This leads to the formula (36), which for α = 1 is the formula for the elements of the inverse Hilbert matrices.
After the circulation of a preliminary version of this paper Ismail has extended the results of section 3 to a one parameter generalization of the Fibonacci numbers, cf. [11] .
Orthogonal Polynomials
We start by recalling some simple facts from the theory of orthogonal polynomials, cf. [1] or [10] and in particular [5] for the quasi-definite case.
The positive definite case.
We consider the set M * of probability measures on R with moments of any order and with infinite support. The moment sequence of µ ∈ M * is
and the corresponding Hankel matrices are given by
The orthonormal polynomials (P n ) for µ are uniquely determined by the equations
and the requirement that P n is a polynomial of degree n with positive leading coefficient. This coefficient is equal to
where D n = det H n . The reproducing kernel for the polynomials of degree ≤ n is defined as
and is called the kernel polynomial. It is clear that we can write
where the numbers a (n) i,j are uniquely determined and satisfy a
j,i . If we collect these numbers in an (n + 1) × (n + 1)-matrix A n = (a (n) i,j ), then it is the inverse of the Hankel matrix H n :
where I n is the unit matrix of order n + 1.
Proof. For 0 ≤ k ≤ n we have by the reproducing property
On the other hand we have
and therefore
The quasi-definite case.
If µ is a real-valued signed measure on R with total mass 1 and moments of any order, one can still define the moments (11) and the corresponding Hankel matrices (12) . To define orthogonal polynomials one has to assume that (12) is a non-singular matrix for any n, i.e. that the determinants satisfy D n = det H n = 0. On the other hand, if orthogonal polynomials exist with respect to a signed measure, then the Hankel determinants are nonzero. See [5, Theorem 3.1] for details. In this case the orthonormal polynomial P n is uniquely determined by the requirement that the leading coefficient D n−1 /D n is either positive or purely imaginary with positive imaginary part. The corresponding kernel polynomial K n has real coefficients, and Theorem 2.1 remains valid.
Fibonacci numbers
The Fibonacci numbers can be given by the formula
usually called Binet's formula, but it is actually older, see [12] , [13] . Here
Using the number q =φ/φ, satisfying −1 < q < 0 and already defined in (4), leads to
and for α ∈ N and n ≥ 0
which is the n'th moment of the real-valued measure
with total mass 1. When α is even then µ α is a probability measure, but when α is odd the masses q αk change sign with the parity of k. Note that µ 2 is the measure considered in (3).
For the Fibonomial coefficients defined in (2) one has
and they satisfy a recursion formula
see [12] , which shows that the Fibonomial coefficients are integers. From (2) it is also clear that
In [8, Section 7.3] one finds a discussion of the little q-Jacobi polynomials defined in (5), and it is proved that
where
In [8] it is assumed that 0 < q, aq < 1, but the derivation shows that it holds for |q| < 1, |a| ≤ 1, |b| ≤ 1, in particular in the case of interest here: −1 < q < 0, a = q α−1 , b = 1, in the case of which we get
This shows that the polynomials
are orthogonal with respect to µ α and that
To simplify this apply (19) to get
can be written
and they satisfy
so the corresponding orthonormal polynomials are
Proof. By definition, see (5)
where n k q = (q; q) n (q; q) k (q; q) n−k is the q-binomial coefficient. Using (19) leads to
which by (19) can be reduced to (26).
Remark 3.2 The polynomials p (α)
n (x) for α = 1 and α = 2 are the polynomials in (10) and in (7) respectively.
, which is the reciprocal of an integer.
Proof. From the general theory it is known that the leading coefficient of the orthonormal polynomial P (α) n is D n−1 /D n , where
From (26) and (28) we then get
and the formula follows. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 we get
i,j (α) is the coefficient to x i y j in the kernel polynomial K n (x, y) for the orthonormal polynomials P (α) n . Inserting the expressions (26) and (28) in the kernel polynomial and changing the order of summation gives
where we for k ≥ i, j have defined
(30) To prove that this expression can be summed to give (29), we use induction in n. By symmetry we can always assume i ≥ j. The starting step n = k = i ≥ j is easy and is left to the reader. For the induction step let R (α) (n; i, j) denote the expression (29). It has to be established that
The left-hand side of this expression can be written
By Lemma 3.5 below (with n replaced by n + 1), the expression in brackets equals F α+2n+2 F α+i+j , and now it is easy to complete the proof.
Lemma 3.5 For n ≥ i, j ≥ 0 and α ≥ 0 the following formula holds
Proof. Using Binet's formula, the right-hand side of (31) multiplied with 5 equals
Using φφ = −1 one gets after some simplification
which establishes the formula.
Remark 3.6 For α = 1 the expression (29) reduces to (−1)
which is the expression found by Richardson [14] , except that he expressed the sign in a different but equivalent manner.
The Hilbert matrices
For α > 0 the matrices
are the Hankel matrices for the moment sequence
The corresponding orthogonal polynomials are easily seen to be 
The orthonormal polynomials with positive leading coefficients are given as
so the corresponding kernel polynomials have coefficients a 
In particular they are integers for α ∈ N. Furthermore,
Proof. Let R(n; i, j) denote the number given in (36), and define
We shall prove that
by induction in n and can assume i ≥ j. This is easy for n = k = i and we shall establish R(n + 1; i, j) − R(n; i, j) = C(n + 1; i, j).
The quantity in brackets equals (α + 2n + 2)(α + i + j), and now it is easy to complete the proof of (38).
The leading coefficient of R
which proves (37).
Replacing x by 1 − x, we see that r 
and the corresponding orthonormal polynomials are (α + 2n)/α r (α)
showing that the coefficient to x i y j in αK n (x, y) is an integer when α ∈ N. This yields 
has integer entries.
It is not difficult to prove that
and it follows that the entries of the inverse of (41) are given as
This formula holds of course for any α > 0.
The results of this section for α = 1, 2 have been treated in the survey paper [4] , written in Danish. For α = 1 the formula for the elements of the inverse of H (α)
n was given in [6] , but goes at least back to Collar [7] , while the formula for its determinant goes back to Hilbert in [9] . In this case the polynomials r has integer coefficients. This result is also given in [14] .
Added June 2007 A result equivalent to Theorem 2.1 is given by Collar in [7] . Denoting by M n = (p ij ), 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n the matrix of coefficients of the orthonormal polynomials, i.e. where p ij = 0 for i < j, then the orthonormality can be expressed as the matrix equation M n H n M t n = I n , hence
Collar uses (42) to obtain formula (36) and states: "Equation (42), which provides an elegant method for the computation of the reciprocal of a moment matrix, is due to Dr A. C. Aitken. The author is grateful to Dr. Aitken for permission to describe the method and for many helpful suggestions."
The paper by Collar is not mentioned in Choi's paper [6] and was not included in the list of references in the first version of this paper.
In [2] the authors have defined a q-analogue of the Hilbert matrix for any complex q different from the roots of unity and have proved a q-analogue of (36). When q = (1 − √ 5)/(1 + √ 5) one can recover the results about the Filbert matrices and for q = −e −2θ , θ > 0 results of Ismail ([11] ) about Hankel matrices of generalized Fibonacci numbers.
